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Altogether Now:
The Three Questions

 Let’s focus on AFS (for now)…
 What is the problem?
 What is new or different or notable?
 What are the contributions and limitations?



Distributed File Systems
Take One (the 80s & 90s)

 Goal: Provide uniform file system access across
several workstations
 Single, possibly large organization
 Computers connected by local network (not Internet)

 General strategy
 Trusted servers hold definitive copies of data
 Clients access files through servers, cache data for

performance



The AFS Prototype

 Vice servers
 Use a dedicated process for each client computer
 Store data in local file system

 Including status information (.admin directories),
directory hierarchy (stub directories)

 Venus clients
 Access and cache whole files

 Fetch on open, store on close  close/open consistency model

 Name files by their full pathnames
 Name resolution performed by servers



Qualitative Experiences

 Overall, close/open consistency works well enough
for emulating 4.2BSD file system semantics

 Remote file access is noticeably slower than local
 But still much better than for timesharing system
 Dependent on application workload (CPU vs. I/O bound)
 Really slow for programs using stat system call

 Needs to be resolved by server even if file is in local cache

 Server operation and administration is difficult
 Process/client creates excessive context switching,

paging
 Embedded location database makes moving files difficult

 But lack of quotas calls for load-balancing solution



Quantitative Experiences

 Reflect every day usage on deployed system
 But also draw on Andrew benchmark

 Simulates program development in five phases
 MakeDir: Create target tree
 Copy: Copy files into target tree
 ScanDir: Examine status of files in target tree (no reading)
 ReadAll: Read files in target tree
 Make: Compile and link files in target tree

 Corresponds to a so-called load unit
 Approximates load generated by five real-world users



Quantitative Experiences (cont.)

 Clients have large cache hit ratios
 81% for file cache, 82% for status cache

 Servers see mostly cache validations and file
status requests (90% of all operations)
 Only 6% of operations involve file transfers
 Fetch to store ratio is 2:1

 Servers have high CPU utilization
 Up to 75% over 5 minute period
 Caused by context switches and pathname traversal
 Require better load balancing

 Move users between machines



Improving the Prototype:
Performance

 Cache management
 Cache directories and symbolic links as well
 Reflect directory modifications immediately
 Invalidate cache entries through callbacks from server

 Remember the interrupts vs. polling argument?

 Name resolution
 Identify files by FID instead of pathname

 32 bit volume number, 32 bit vnode number, 32 bit “uniquifier”

 Locate volume through replicated volume location database

 Communication and server process structure
 Use user-level threads with integrated RPC package



Improving the Prototype:
Performance (cont.)

 Low-level storage representation
 Access files directly through their inodes

 Requires addition of new system calls



Improving the Prototype:
Manageability

 Problems with prototype
 Native disk partitions are inappropriate organizational units
 Embedded location information makes moving hard
 Quotas cannot be implemented
 Server replication has ill-defined consistency semantics
 Backups may be inconsistent and are hard to restore

 One abstraction to rule them all: The volume
 A logical collection of files, organized as partial subtree

 May grow or shrink, but has upper size limit (quota)
 Resides within a partition
 Typically allocated per user or project



Improving the Prototype:
Manageability (cont.)

 Cloning volumes as the central mechanism
 Clone is a consistent copy-on-write snapshot
 Volumes are moved by repeatedly cloning source volume

 Later clones are incremental

 Read-only replication is implemented by cloning volumes
 Also used for releasing (and withdrawing) software

 Backups are implemented by cloning volumes
 Read-only subtree in user’s home provides yesterday’s snapshot

 Editorial: This is the single most useful feature provided by AFS…



AFS in Action

 Open file with pathname P on a workstation (client)
 Kernel reflects access to Venus
 One of Venus’ user-level threads walks components D of P

 If D is in cache and has callback, use it
 If D is in cache and has no callback, validate with server

 Establishes callback as side-effect

 If D is not in cache, fetch from server

 Same thread also caches file F
 Similarly to directory access

 If file is modified, it is written back to Vice on close



Close/Open Consistency in AFS

 Writes immediately visible to all processes on client
 Once closed, writes become visible anywhere

 But not for currently open instances

 All other operations become visible immediately
across the network

 No explicit locking performed
 Consistent with 4.2BSD semantics



Performance Evaluation



Overall Running Time

 Why this significant improvement in scalability?



Server CPU Utilization

 What is the scalability bottleneck? Is this good news?



Comparison with NFS

 The What and Why of NFS
 Runs on a network of trusted workstations
 Caches inodes and individual file pages on clients
 Provides ad-hoc “consistency:” files flushed every 30 s

 Close-to-open consistency supported by modern implementations

 Represents a mature, well-tuned production system
 But also has some stability problems under high load

 Unreliable datagram transport, recovery at user-level
 NFSv3 (1996) supports communications over TCP



Overall Running Time

 So, why does NFS perform so much worse?



NFS Uses Way More Resources

 NFS also exchanges about three (!) times as many
packets on the network for one load unit



Does Block-Level Caching Always
Result in Worse Performance?



So, Why Is SpriteFS Faster Than
NFS?

 Main two (speculative) reasons
 High-performance kernel-to-kernel RPC
 Delayed writes

 Cached on client for up to 30 seconds, same for server
 What’s the trade-off here when compared to NFS?

 What about consistency?
 SpriteFS offers full consistency, unlike AFS & NFS
 If file is open on multiple clients and open for writing,

caching is disabled, all reads and writes go through server
 If file is opened on different client for writing,

previous writer needs to flush all dirty blocks to server



More on SpriteFS:
Virtual Memory and File Caching

 Challenge: How much space to allocate to either?
 For small programs that process lots of data,

want large file cache and small VM allocation
 For large programs that process some data,

want small file cache and large VM allocation

 Solution: Dynamically grow and shrink the two
 Compare age of oldest page with that of other module
 If other module’s is older, transfer page
 Avoid double-caching by not caching backing files in FS
 For multi-block pages, overall age is age of youngest block



Virtual Memory and File Caching
(cont.)

 Problems with separation of VM and file cache
 Double caching

 Pages may be in memory and in file cache →  solution?

 Multiblock pages
 Determining the LRU time becomes hard → solution?

 So, why not a single solution?
 Option 1: Access files through virtual memory

 Complicates cache consistency between machines
because file page must be in memory (can’t redirect to server)

 Option 2: Use single physical memory manager
 Page age computation is different for the two modules



What Do You Think?


